Abstract. Transmission quality of image in multimedia wireless sensor networks (MWSN) is affected seriously by network bandwidth. It proposes a novel adaptive image compression and decomposition transmission strategy (AICDTS) to assure the Quality of Service (QoS) in image transmission when the wireless network speed changes, In AICDTS, the important information such as position and shape collected by the monitor nodes in MWSN is transmitted preferentially, and the less important information such as the size and pixel (or grayscale) of an image is served as Best Effort (BE), with different image compression ratio corresponding to different network speed in transmission. Simulation results show that the balance between the image quality and energy consumption can be well realized by AICDTS.
Introduction
The main challenge of image transmission in MWSN is how to transmit the image data from the source node to the base station (BS) or an aggregation node (Sink). It can reduce data redundancy by using network data processing of MWSN in the data collection process, which can reduce the transmission energy and extend the network lifetime. For the spatial correlation of data transmission and burst of data acquisition between MWSN nodes, the network transmission rate is very unstable. So it is necessary to take full advantage of network transmission rate changes and ensure the information of image decomposition having the characteristics of different importance within the real-time monitoring process [1] .
In the wavelet-based image compression, [2] proposed a channel coding to accommodate image transmission of JPEG2000 in MWSN, by using scalable encoding of different bit error rate (BER) to adapt the bit stream of different levels. But it ignored the different importance of image data in the monitoring process, such as in some application, what the image reconstruction most interested in are the position and shape of the monitored objects, having a higher tolerance with the size of the object itself and pixels of the image [3] [4] [5] . [6] exploited a new method of improving quality of image transmission which used multi-bit stream protection mode of different BER to suppress error transmission. Besides, [7] studied the exchange of energy consumption and image quality in MWSN. All these strategies didn't consider the adaptive changes between the image compression and network rate and the different importance of image information, which can not improve the quality of image transmission greatly when saving energy consumption as much as possible.
For the factors above, it proposes an Adaptive Image Compression and Decomposition Transmission Strategy(AICDTS)of MWSN based on FGS of lifting wavelet with the Human Visual System(HVS). In which, it uses a higher lossy level of wavelet decomposition when network rate is low and uses a lower lossy level of wavelet decomposition when network rate is high. So it can transmit the image to BS in real-time with a certain BER. Simulation results show that, AICDTS can realize the exchange and balance between the energy consumption and image quality with saving energy and improving image quality.
AICDTS basing on lifting wavelet
Wavelet transform can be decomposed into sub-band signals with different spatial resolution, frequency and direction characteristic, handling low-frequency long-term and high-frequency short-term at the same time. Therefore, it can determine where you want to expand the image in the end until the level is appropriate according to the nature of the image signal and image processing requirements previously given, which can not only effectively control the amount of computation to meet the needs of real-time processing, but can easily achieve progressive transmission realized by sub-band and hierarchical coding technology. Rendering of progressive transmission images can be seen from The design idea of the AICDTS algorithm based on Lifting Wavelet is using feedback control theory, which can control the number of image enhancement layer with bandwidth to adapt to the changes of network bandwidth under the premise of constant frame rate. Supposing the network rate is divided into three levels: low, middle and high. Fig.2 shows the wireless transmission bit streams depending on the different importance of different network rate level and the control process of AICDTS with different transmission power. Firstly, we need to carry out a wavelet decomposition of the image. The wavelet decomposition coefficients will grow larger when towards lower frequency sub-bands with more image information and grow smaller when towards higher frequency sub-bands with less image information, which can be seen from Fig.3 .where the image is decomposed into 3-level, sub-bands of horizontal direction representing tree-structure information of position and shape of image and sub-bands of vertical direction representing magnitude information of pixel and size of image. After the wavelet decomposition, we need to carry out an image compression coding to form the bit stream transmitted in the network. EZW coding, which supports progressive transmission and can be stopped at any point, can strictly meet the requirements of target rate or target distortion. The AICDTS just takes full use of visual characteristics to remove visual redundancy of image, reducing the bit rate and improving the compression ratio under the condition of constant subjective quality. The bit stream after compression can be seen from After getting the bit stream of coding, it is time to obtain the available bandwidth of the network and determine the bit stream transmitted, when the receiver receives the data, it can decode the coded data and reconstruct the image.
Visual weighting and rate allocation
Researches on HVS show that responses of human visual system to different spatial and temporal distribution characteristics are different. Human eyes are usually less sensitive to high-frequency information higher than certain frequency, different directions with different degree of sensitivity, being more sensitive to horizontal and vertical directions and most insensitive to the tilt direction of stimulation.
Wavelet transform is a appropriate mathematical tool to fit HVS. It decomposes the image into many different frequencies of sub-images (sub-band), being similar to the information handling of human eyes, which provides convenient conditions for coding with visual redundancy. Sub-band of wavelet transform is very consistent with HVS characteristics, which can be used in image coding to endow different visual weighs of wavelet coefficients corresponding to image information of different areas, ensuring that the important coefficients have the priority to transmit to further improve the quality of image restoration. Namely, it can allow for a greater distortion of the actual situation with the subjective image quality remaining unchanged.
Utilizing the nonlinear band-pass characteristic, we can weight the wavelet coefficients of different spatial frequency. Frequency of sub-band of n n L H and n n H L is interposed between that of sub-band of 1 After wavelet transform and EZW coding, the stream of enhancement layer has the characteristics of fine scalability, and the quality of enhancement layer is proportional to the bits of correct decoding according to the characteristics of wavelet coding. The robustness and fault-tolerance will be very important when the network speed is lower. To ensure the image quality will not be too low, all rates can be assigned to the base layer, which has the priority to ensure the important information such as position and shape. When the network speed is centered, we can allocate transmission resources through grading process, making a trade-off between BER and energy consumption. At higher speed, supposing the probability density distribution is Laplace and Gaussian distribution, the rate-distortion function can be written as:
Where, R is the mean-square value of errors between decoded image and original image, is weighting coefficient usually obtained from related information of the current frame, 2  is signal variance, (ln 2) / a N  is a constant and N is frame rate of the image signal. The rate allocation problem of enhancement layer can be considered to solve the minimum of (2)under the condition of 1
Where,T the frame number of a coding cycle, S is the total rate. Solving the extreme value with Lagrangian method, and getting:
where ( ) e R i denotes rate allocated to the th i frame enhancement layer. Let ( ) R i denote the total rate of the th i frame, 1 C and 2 C are the two thresholds for judging, ( ) b R i denotes rate allocated to the th i frame basic layer. The rate allocation scheme can be described as:
Conclusion
Basing on the lifting wavelet and considering the human visual system(HVS), it proposes a novel adaptive image compression and decomposition transmission strategy (AICDTS), in which, adaptive compression coding adopts a higher lossy level of wavelet decomposition at lower network speed and adopts a lower lossy level of wavelet decomposition at higher network speed. So it can transmit the image to BS in real-time with a certain BER. At the same time, it weights the wavelet coefficients using the response of the human visual system to different spatial and temporal characteristics to decrease the rate and increase the compression ratio with a constant subjective quality, and finally greatly increases the transmission speed of the image. Simulation results show that, AICDTS can realize the exchange and balance between the energy consumption and image quality with saving energy and improving image quality.
